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Preface

Eric Wolf died on March 6, 1999, a few days after completing work on
this collection. He had undertaken the project reluctantly, for he never
liked to revisit his past writings. He yielded to my urgings and those of
several friends only because he saw it as an opportunity to bring into
print a number of papers that were unpublished or had appeared in
little-known publications.

At the time of his death, the manuscript was ready to be sent to the
publisher, with the exception of the introduction. He had written a draft
of his “intellectual autobiography,” and I was able to edit and amplify
it by drawing on various accounts he had given of his life that were
either in print or on tape. He had also not settled on a title. In rereading
all the papers, it was clear to me that the underlying theme throughout
was the issue of power and that the title should therefore reflect his
central concern with power and its historical trajectories. Finally, it was
left to me to make editorial decisions concerning references, occasional
cuts, and minor editing for the sake of greater clarity. Where substantive
changes were made from the original publication, these are indicated in
a footnote at the beginning of the paper.

Eric Wolf believed that anthropology is a cumulative enterprise, that
new work should build on that which came before, whether to develop
it further or to criticize it and change course. He detested that some
younger colleagues dismissed anything published before a given date as
“old stuff,” and he was often bemused by the reappearance of old ideas
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in new clothing. In notes he made for his autobiography, referring to
his determination during graduate school to learn all that was presented
(“no matter how abstruse or absurd it sometimes seemed”), he said he
thought even then that “a discipline was marked as much by past efforts
that came to naught as by shining promises of clarification in the future.
One had to understand both, and sometimes the endeavors of the past
were as interesting for the questions asked as they proved to be unin-
spired in their execution.”

He wanted this selection of his writings over the past half-century to
serve as part of the history of how anthropology brought the study of
complex societies and world systems into its purview.

Sydel Silverman
Irvington, New York
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